


Length/Width Tally: The easiest and most efficient way to tally export 
bundles. Simply set up your lengths, species, and grade to start tallying.

Block Tally: Quickly enter your estimated bundles based on their layer 
count, thickness, length, and pack width.

Recaps: Recall any existing bundle in The End Tally™ to make any 
adjustments you need to before downloading.

Tags: Wirelessly print tags for your bundles. 

Reports: Reports: Multiple reports are available to print, from a standard Bundle 
Tally to a Graphic Tally Report. All the information you need in the palm 
of your hand.

The Tally Stick™: Achieve optimum mobility by pairing the End Tally 
program with the Tally Stick™, our wireless digital ruler.

Customized For You: Enter your own grades, species, and more in our 
fully customizable System Setup.

The first handheld End Tally™ program
Effortless Length/Width Tally
Multiple length bundles supported
Print bundle tags wirelessly
Block Tally Included
Compatible with Tally Stick™
Download to the Download to the Yardmaster™

Compatible with:  Armor 16 Android Handheld
Sends To:     Yardmaster 2020 Lumber System                                                       
Reports?:                                                           Yes
Tags?:                                           Thermal Labels
Inventory Processes:                                         5
Downloading Methods:      Wired and Wireless     
YYardmaster Download Time:            Immediate
System Compatibility:                       Android 12
Touch Sensitive Features:                              Yes PRODUCT FEATURES

Tally your bundles faster and with more
mobility than every before.

Pair with the Tally Stick™ for maximum productivity.
No need to transport bundles to a designated location!

Print bundle tags and tally reports 
wirelessly from your handheld.

The End Tally™ was the first of it’s kind to be offered in a 
mobile, user-friendly device. It began as Forestry System’s 
first product geared towards the hardwood lumber
industry. Since then it has been perfected, making it the 
most efficient way to perform a length/width tally.

The End Tally™ program features step by step
pprompting, ensuring its interface is flexible and easy to 
use. Detailed reports outline your tallying results and 
can be customized to meet your individual needs. 
Having the most accurate length/width tally program is 
a necessity to any operation’s success. The End Tally™ 
is a must-have for any hardwood lumber operation, and 
can work seamlessly with multiple hardware offerings.

THE INNOVATOR


